The greatest consideration should be shown. When those in authority go so far to accommodate the grass. When those in authority go so far to accommodate the

TENNIS COURTS?

For many a long day the students have been anxiously waiting the building of the new concrete tennis courts. Their construction this spring has, to a great extent, curtailed the spring, now from this spring until some later and hazy date.

The concrete tennis courts are much needed in the institution and are desired. The main idea is that the outdoor activities take place whether the students feel the seasonal urge to get out and do something active. Since the concrete courts would require no rolling, and but one marking a

One of the most curious of prevalent delusions lies in the local

COLLEGE JOURNALISM

THERE is undoubtedly a new journalism springing up in Amer-

"GRUMPY"

Grumpy, a very entertaining, at all times the building of the new concrete tennis courts. Their construc-

"BLUEBEARD"

It, if you worked late into the night, a married man of yours should rush to and accompany him to the women's rooms. But a beautiful

For "Hard-Working" Youths

IT'S a rare thing to find quality and workmanship equal in any one of

Scott Company

236 to 340 Washington Street, Boston

WIDEWEB

SYMPOSIUM HALL—Next Sat. Eve. at 8:15

As We Like It

"PEACE HARBOR"

With all the appeal of "Lighting," "Peace Harbor," an entertaining, each

THE EDITORIAL SPECULUM

...but with the wide range of our readers in mind...